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• Changed “ppt” to “ppi”, PASSporT identifier
• Added IANA request for “ppi” as parameter name for Reason Header
• Made compact form the recommended form (given security issues brought up), but haven’t removed support for full form
List Discussion

• Christer - asking about announcing support for reason header, specific to this specification/“STIR” protocol
  • Not aware of a precedent for announcing support for Reason Header protocols or parameters
  • Paul - resolving finishing “draft-ietf-sipcore-multiple-reasons” before sending error-handling to WGLC
  • Being more explicit about the use-cases for multiple errors or constraints on a single cause code for each “ppi”
  • Should we not remove the Reason header but only remove “ppi” and only for full form (not for compact form)?
  • Should we be more specific to only allow STIR specific cause codes and not other SIP? (I think yes) Also, what about future proofing for new STIR cause codes.
Onward

- Some valid questions for clarification, so another round is warranted.